
Scenix™ porch windows with retractable screens offer a whole new perspective on outdoor living. 
Ideal for any kind of enclosed porch project, the patented dual-sash design with Screen Away® 
offers a new and innovative way to enjoy the views and capture the fresh air without worrying about 
mosquitos, wind or rain. Be among the first to offer Scenix — yet another innovation from LARSON®.

Extend Your Outdoor Living
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Porch Windows with Retractable Screens 
Now there's a new way to enjoy the outdoors from sunrise to sunset without worrying about mosquitos! 
Nature takes center stage with extra-large, custom-sized porch windows that easily slide open, revealing 
dual top and bottom retractable screens.

888-483-3768  |  larsondoors.com

Standard size rough opening 
(white only)

→  44-1/2" x 72" 44-1/2" x 84"

→ 56-1/2" x 72" 56-1/2" x 84"

→ 68-1/2" x 72" 68-1/2" x 84"

→ Scenix with patented retractable screens technology  

→ Provide protection from bugs and other outside elements while 
enjoying top and bottom ventilation.

 Available with standard fiberglass screen or upgrade to the 4-in-1 
screen for superior strength, better insect protection, enhanced 
solar protection and improved privacy.

→ Fixed glass panels completes your project.

 Ideal for knee walls, transoms, sidelites, filler sections or where 
more light is needed. Also available in Trapezoid, Triangle and 
specialty shapes. Screen option not available.

→ Easy to install with a handful of screws and minimal supplies.

→ Tempered glass is 4X stronger than regular glass. Upgrade to 
Solar control glass grey or bronze tint for increased privacy and 
blocks up to 76% of harmful UV rays.

→ Deters moisture while functioning as an extension of the outdoors. 
Appropriate only for non heated, non-air conditioned spaces.

White Sandstone Brown Black

Quad pulley balance 
system for smooth and 

reliable operation

Stainless steel aircraft cable 
supports the counterbalanced 

sashes for easy ventilation

Dual sashes with 
weatherstrip and interlocking 

rail create a tight seal

Sash lock and 3/16" 
tempered glass for 
added protection

Scenix™ retractable porch and patio panels are designed for areas that function as an extension of the outdoors and are appropriate only for non-heated, non-air conditioned spaces. Scenix™ panels are 
designed to deter some, but not all moisture. Classified for use in AAMA/NPEA/NSA 2100-12 Category II sunrooms. Refer to your local building code requirements specific to your location. 
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Stretch out the seasons

Scenix with Screen Away® Retractable Screen Scenix Fixed Glass Panels

Transoms, Knee Walls, 
Sidelites, Filler Panels

Custom size range (rough opening)  

→ Widths from 24" to 72" 
→ Heights from 30" to 96"

Actual windows are downsized ½” to fit inside the rough opening. Actual windows are downsized ½” to fit inside the rough opening.

UPGRADE 
GLASS 
TYPES

BLOCKS UP TO
VISIBLE

LIGHT
SOLAR

HEAT
UV

 RAYS
Solarshield Grey 50% 51% 75%
Solarshield Bronze 42% 47% 76%

Standard rough opening sizes 
(white only)

→ 44 1/2” X 19 1/2”

→ 56 1/2” X 19 1/2”

→ 68 1/2” X 19 1/2”

Custom rough opening size range

→ Widths 12” to 72”

→ Heights 12” to 96”

→ Maximum size is 20 sq ft

→ Triangle 

 Specify Left or Right, width 
and height  Width must be 
equal to or greater than 
Height/4.

→ Trapezoid 

 Specify Left or Right, width, 
short and long leg heights

 Minimum pitch is 4/12 (width 
to height). 

→ Specialty Shapes also 
available. Contact Larson with 
size and shape requirements
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